STATE-OF-THE-ART CHARTING

powerful
productivity
boosting
Replace your paper charts
with ease using MaxiChartTM
electronic charting software
Eliminate charting errors
Increase the speed and
accuracy of charting
Assure your notes are correct
and always complete
Streamline your entire
dental practice
Automate patient
communications with ease
Improve patient health
Increase your productivity
in just a few clicks

Innovative, Intelligent and Powerful
MaxiChart is state-of-the-art software
to create, update and maintain your
patient charts like never before.
MaxiChart’s advanced charting, note
taking, and treatment planning improve
chart accuracy. And the access to patient
information that it provides means your
office administrators can book your
appointment calendar for months in
advance, identify patients with expiring
unused insurance, and fill empty slots
with patients needing treatment… to
boost your productivity and income.

Treatment Planning and
Patient Consent

Revolutionary Artificial
Intelligence

Create and manage patient treatment
plans and plan priorities with MaxiChart.
Then, print a multi-option treatment
plan that the patient can take home.
Obtaining informed consent is far easier
than ever before. You can also capture
patient signatures electronically to store
patient treatment consents on file for
your records. A critical component
of Maxident’s Never-Lose-a-Patient™
Recall and Appointment System and
Never-Lose-A-Treatment Plan™ System,
MaxiChart is key to ensuring optimal
patient health and satisfaction.

MaxiChart has exclusive artificial
intelligence technology that learns
the dentistry you do. It adapts
itself to your style of dentistry and
workflow to improve productivity
and data accuracy. What’s more,
it learns the correct procedure
codes for your practice. This means
your staff no longer needs to know
codes. Each treatment is captured
and automatically sent to the front
of office for a quick and accurate
patient check-out, insurance claim
submission, and payment.

To learn more or request a free live demo, call 1.800.663.7199
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R E S T O R AT I V E A N D P E R I O D O N TA L
ELECTRONIC CHARTING SOFTWARE

Point, Click, Talk or Touch Charting

MaxiChart makes charting quick and easy with these features:
Touch screen and tablet design
Voice activation
Geometric and anatomical views
Customizable screen colours and graphics
Customizable periodontal charting
Optional use of a hands-free Dental RAT for full infection
control during perio charting
Custom and predefined chart noting capability
Ability to save progress notes now or commit them later
Automatic notification if patient chart notes are not
completed by end of day

User Friendly
Fun and easy-to-use tablet and touch
screen design improve data input
efficiency and chart accuracy. These
cutting edge technologies also make
charting portable, giving you the
freedom to move about the office for
diagnosis, treatment, and convenient
patient consultation.

Voice Commands and
Progress Note Dictation
Voice activation allows you to update a
patient’s chart completely hands-free
even while you are treating the patient
— no need to use a keyboard; no need
to remove your gloves; no contamination
of the sterile environment while
you update your charts.

High Quality Digital Images
Save digital images per tooth, compare
images, and view previous treatment
history graphically in the odontogram.
This is invaluable for before, during, and
after treatment comparative analyses.
What’s more, the ability to record the
number of restorations per tooth means

you can also easily see progressions
and regressions graphically, instantly,
with just the click of a mouse.

MaxiChart can also work stand-alone in
a mobile practice for treating patients,
for example, in personal care homes.

Patient Information
at Your Fingertips

Going Paperless

Quickly find patients with treatment
plans, approvals, or consents on file.
Track patients that have periodontal
pockets deeper than the value ‘X’…
you enter ‘X’, and MaxiChart will tell
you which patients need oral health
help. Instant access to patient
information means more appointment
bookings to boost your income.

Small and Large Practices
MaxiChart works in single and multiple
location practices. Its advanced
networking capabilities mean anyone
with authorized access can instantly
see a patient’s chart and images from
any workstation on your network.
Administrative staff can quickly verify
treatment during patient check-out. And
you can easily consult with colleagues
and specialists in your practice on
diagnoses and treatment planning.

To learn more or request a free live demo, call 1.800.663.7199

Planning to go paperless, but not sure
how? MaxiChart’s electronic charting
and digital imaging capabilities are
critical elements in reducing paper
and essential components in your
step-by-step plan to go paperless.

Why MaxiChart?
MaxiChart’s revolutionary artificial
intelligence, cutting-edge technologies,
innovation, and robustness offer
unparalleled features and benefits. Its
technologies allow you to keep current
with the technological advances that
patients have grown to expect. Its voice
commands mean you can simply talk
to your computer to update your patient
charts. And its support for digital
imaging means you can reduce paper
or even go paperless. In a nutshell,
MaxiChart is a high performance
electronic charting solution for
dental practices, large and small.
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